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Abstract
The ever-increasing capacity demand (up to Tbps) in wireless connectivity is supposed can be satis�ed
by using terahertz frequency band ranging from 100 GHz to 10 THz. This has been proved over short
channel distances in laboratory with high order modulation schemes (such as QPSK, QAM) employed.
However, in outdoor adverse weathers, investigations on channel performance are not enough due to
di�culties in outdoor measurements, and then more concentrations are still required. In this article, we
report performance of terahertz channels in emulated falling rain in our lab by utilizing a broadband-
pulsed terahertz channel and a 16-QAM modulated data stream. We observe that, the variability of
raindrop size distribution is a major source of uncertainty in theoretical precipitation. We also �nd that the
channel degradation in falling rain is mainly due to power attenuation, instead of phase dispersion which
is negligible in our measurement.

1. Introduction
Wireless communication technology operating at terahertz (THz) frequency band provides a new solution
for satisfying the demands on large data capacity and high physical layer security [1,2], which could not
be achieved by existing radio frequency (RF) band and millimeter wave. For establishing 6G wireless
networks, the THz band is regarded as a potential candidate in indoor and outdoor scenarios [3]. However,
for outdoor applications, THz wireless channels suffer signi�cant signal losses due to atmospheric
weather effects, such as absorption and scattering [4]. Previously, amplitude attenuation and related
channel performance degradation caused by water fog, dust cloud, rain and snow have been measured
and investigated by employing an on-off keying (OOK) modulated THz links [5-7]. Higher order
modulation schemes (such as QPSK, QAM etc.) are necessary to update the data rate with information on
phase dispersion required, even though a theoretical investigation is provided in reference [8]. THz time-
domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) technique can be available for measuring and monitoring the variation
of amplitude and phase and has been used to sense water vapor contained in air [9]. But there is lack of
studies on their degradation in adverse outdoor weathers due to the di�culties for data recording, such
as uncontrollable and unrepeatable weather conditions.

In this work, we investigate the in�uence of falling rain on THz channels by employing a commercial T-
Ray 2000™ (Picometrix) THz-TDS system and a THz wireless setup with a 16-QAM modulation
constellation scheme. A weather chamber was built in our laboratory to emulate stable and controllable
falling rain. The lab condition can be reproducible and has been previously demonstrated [10,11]. We
investigate and analyze the performance of a wireless terahertz channel in falling rain with a high order
modulation scheme, which is usually di�cult for actual outdoor measurements.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 details the schematic diagram of the THz-TDS
system with a data processing method mentioned. Section 3 shows measured data and comparison with
theoretical calculation results. Section 4 presents experimental performance of a THz wireless channel in
falling rain and �nally Section 5 concludes this article.
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2. Terahertz Tds Measurement
The schematic diagram of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 1(a) with a commercial T-Ray 2000™
(Picometrix) terahertz time-domain spectrometer (TDS) employed. This is a conventional TDS system
and has been employed in many publications [12-14]. THz pulses are generated by femtosecond optical
pulses in the transmitter with a collimated beam diameter of 2 cm and then detected by subsequent
optical pulses in the Ti:sapphire laser’s pulse train. There are three gold plated mirrors (1, 2 and 3) used to
re�ect the THz radiation multiple times to extend the beam path inside the falling rain to be 4 m. When
collecting the THz pulses to obtain the spectral attenuation, the system is set to a rapid scan mode with a
1000-pulse average calculation.

The whole rain chamber is composed of a rain generator (top part) for controllable rain generation and a
beam path region for rain falling and signal propagation. The bottom plate of the rain generator is
machined with 3261 holes in a cascade distribution. A kind of 31-gauge needle is sealed to each hole and
could be epoxied to generate raindrops with an average diameter of 1.9 mm determined by the inner
radius of the needle. The generator is �lled with distilled water to emulate the actual material for rain,
whose dielectric properties could be expressed by a double-debye model (D3M) [15]. The diameter of the
needles is small enough such that when no air pressure is applied on the water inside the generator, no
raindrops can be generated. The beam path region could communicate with the laboratory (air-
conditioned by a central air-conditioning system) to maintain an identical temperature and humidity. For
a channel inside this region, it can be regarded as propagating in free space.

The rainrate of the generated falling rain varies from 50 mm/hr to 500 mm/hr, and is linearly related to
the air pressure inside the generator [10]. This means we could generate controllable and reproducible
falling rain by controlling the air pressure. Fig. 1(b) shows that the raindrop size follows a log-normal
distribution function as with a mean of logarithmic value μ = 0.674 and a standard deviation of
logarithmic value σ = 0.157. The parameter D represents the diameter of raindrop particles, which is
independent of the pressure and rainrate. It is always true that the rain droplets we generated are
spherical. Parameter NRr refers to the total number of raindrop particles in a unit volume [16], which
depends on the pressure and rainrate.

Inverse fast Fourier transformation is conducted on the measured data, the amplitude spectra of the
pulses passing free space (no rain generated) and falling rain are shown in Fig. 1(c) with a rainrate (Rr) of
256 mm/hr. Strong water vapor absorption lines at 0.56 THz, 0.75 THz and 0.98 THz are clearly
observable for both curves. Phase spectra is also obtained as shown in Fig. 1(d) without any unwrapping
algorithms used. Obvious jumps, corresponding to the strong absorption lines of water vapor [17], are
observable for both curves. The phase shift due to falling rain, which could be obtained by comparing
both phase spectra curves, is negligible in this work, except at frequencies corresponding to water
absorption lines.

3. Experimental Data And Theoretical Modeling
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Mie scattering theory [18] can be used to calculate the signal loss due to absorption and scattering
caused by raindrop particles, because the size of the raindrop particles we generated is in the scale of
millimeter [19], which is usually comparable to or larger than the THz wavelength. For very small particles,
solution given by the Mie theory approaches the Rayleigh approximation [20]. This method systematically
describes the scattering mechanism of THz waves by particles of various sizes in the atmosphere. A
commonly used theoretical model provided by the ITU Recommendation Sector (ITU-R) [21,22] for
gaseous absorption based on the physical model MPM93[23]. ITU-R also provides a prediction model for
rain attenuation by equation with the values of a and k determined for a given frequency in the range of 1
GHz to 1 THz, which was given by �tting measurement data.

Raindrop size distribution can be affected by various microphysical and dynamic processes inside and
below cloud layers. In practical applications, empirical mathematical formulas derived from observed
size spectra have been used to approximate natural snow size distributions. Raindrops usually follow
exponential [24, 25], Gamma [26] and log-normal distribution [27] in present published investigations.
Marshall-Palmer (M-P) distribution [24] is a typical kind of exponential function, and can be proposed for
both raindrop and snow description [28]. It is expressed as N(r) = N0 exp(-Λr), where, N is the number of
rain droplet radius of r + dr in unit volume. Parameter r is the radius of rain droplet. Parameter N0 =

16×103 [m-3·mm-1] and Λ = 8.2Rr-0.21 [mm-1] are two characteristic parameters and can be retrieved
rainrate Rr in mm/hr [29].

The calculation results are shown in Fig. 2 with measured data at 140, 220, 340 and 675 GHz. These
frequencies lie in the transparency window and has been used for wireless link setup in several
publications [2]. The gaseous absorption, especially due to water vapor under a relative humidity of 37%,
is included in the model. An obvious discrepancy between the measurements and the calculated result by
ITU-R model or Mie scattering theory with M-P distribution. However, the calculation by Mie scattering
together with the log-normal distribution is much better agreed with the measured data. This means Mie
scattering is a good theory for the precipitation of signal losses due to falling rain, when a correct
raindrop size distribution is ready [30].

4. Terahertz Data Link Measurement
To see the in�uence of the falling rain on higher order constellation modulation schemes, a 16-QAM THz
wireless communication setup is built with its schematic diagram shown in Fig. 3(a). A Xilinx Vertix-7
serial FPGA (XC7VX485T) is used to generate a 16-QAM modulated signal at an intermediate frequency
(IF) of 1.25GHz with a data rate of 5 Gbps. The generated digital sequence from FPGA is converted into
an analog signal by a DAC (MD662H). After that, it is mixed with a radio frequency (RF) of 162 GHz by a
subharmonic mixer (110-170GHz) which is driven by an 81GHz reference signal from an ×6 multiplier.
Then, the signal is launched out by a THz antenna. On the receiver side, a low noise ampli�er ampli�es
the D-band signal captured by another identical THz antenna and sends its output to a subharmonic
mixer to obtain the IF signal which can be converted to digital sequence by an ADC (EV10AQ190). A Xilinx
XC7VX690T FPGA is used for synchronization processing and demodulation operation. The output
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binary sequence would be compared with the transmitting binary sequence, and then the Eb/N0
parameter can be derived by calculating the bit-error-ratio (BER) easily.

When the 162 GHz channel propagates through the falling rain with a rainrate of 350 mm/hr, variation of
BER value with respect to transmitted THz power is recorded and shown in Fig. 4(b). After through the
falling rain, the BER values at the received power below -40.3 dBm could not be recorded due to the
scattering and absorption by falling rain droplets. An obvious BER degradation caused by falling rain can
be observed when compared with that in free space under the same transmitted power. However, the
slopes of both curves are almost identical, which means the BER degradation is mainly due to the power
loss by falling rain. In other words, the phase of the channel is more resilience to the in�uence by falling
rain than the amplitude.

When we mount the receiver on a movable rail which permits it to translate along an axis perpendicular to
the incoming beam’s propagation direction as in Fig. 3(a). By scanning the detector along this line, we
map the spatial distribution of the beam arriving at the receiver side. A power loss of 0.5 dB (from -36.4
dBm to -36.9 dBm) due to rain is observed in Fig. 4(a) along the beam axis (receiver position of 0 m),
which is consistent with our prediction in Fig. 2 for a channel distance of 1 m. The corresponding BER
degradation is shown in Fig. 4(b), which changes from 7.6×10-11 in free space to 6.5×10-10 in falling rain.
An error rate of 10-10 could not be achieved in falling rain due to the signal loss. It should be noted that
there is no obvious �uctuation observed in both the power and BER evolution curves, which con�rms that
the falling rain has negligible in�uence on the phase of the signal instead of its amplitude. 

5. Conclusion
In this article, we conduct a study on performance of terahertz wireless channels in emulated falling rain
by using a commercial THz time-domain spectroscopy system and a 16-QAM modulated THz wireless
channel. The Mie scattering theory is con�rmed to be a correct method to predict the attenuation when an
accurate raindrop size distribution is chosen or measured. The phase of the wireless channel is more
resistive to the falling rain than the amplitude. Further efforts will be conducted to include the in�uence of
rain-lines and wind-induced pole vibration [8], which should be considered in actual outdoor scenarios.
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Figures

Figure 1

(a) Schematic measurement setup. The rain generator has a dimension of 1.0×0.2×0.2 m3 in L×W×H. It is
constructed from aluminum with a transparent Plexiglas window in the center of the side panel in order to
monitor the water level while the system is running. The beam path region has a dimension of
1.0×0.2×0.5 m3 in L×W×H. Mirrors (1, 2 and 3) are gold plated and could be used to extend the beam
path inside the chamber to be 4 m. (b) Rain drop size distribution. A log-normal distribution �t to
measured data is shown with a mean of logarithmic value μ= 0.674 and a standard deviation of
logarithmic value σ = 0.157. The measured data was obtained from reference [10]. (c) The broadband-
pulsed terahertz source is used to launch a THz pulse into free space and falling rain. The red curve
stands for the received signal propagates in free space and the blue one for the signal passing falling
rain with a rainrate of 256 mm/hr. (d) Phase performance of THz channels due to falling rain with the
same legend as Fig. 1(c). There is no unwrapping algorithms used.
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Figure 2

Power attenuation on wireless channels operating at (a) 140 GHz, (b) 220 GHz, (c) 340 GHz and (d) 675
GHz caused by falling rain with rainrate changing from 50 mm/hr to 450 mm/hr. The black squares
represent measured data obtained from the difference between the amplitude spectra in free space and in
falling rain. The solid curves stand for calculated results. The red one is for calculation by using Mie
scattering theory and the log-normal distribution of raindrop size as in Fig. 1(b). The blue one is for ITU-R
model. The black one is by the Mie scattering theory and the Mashall-Palmer (M-P) distribution of
raindrop size.
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Figure 3

Schematic diagram and degradation of a modulated THz channel as a function of transmitted power. (a)
Schematic measurement setup, with one transmitter at 162 GHz, and with the receiver mounted on a
linear rail to vary the position of the receiver. (b) Measured real-time BER performance of the THz link as a
function of the transmitted power at a data rate of 5 Gbps. Values are recorded both after propagating
through free space (red) and falling rain (blue) with the receiver �xed along the beam axis.

Figure 4

Power and BER patterns of the THz channel in falling rain. (a) Power pattern measured when channel
propagates through free space (red) at temperature T =17℃, humidity RH 34% and falling rain (blue) at
rainrate Rr = 350 mm/hr, temperature T=17℃, humidity RH 34%. (b) Measured BER evolution
corresponding to the power patterns in Fig. 4(a).


